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111.—On certain protracted Irregularities of Atmospheric Pressure in the 
Indian Monsoon-region, and their Relation to Variations of the Locat 
Rainfall By Henry F. Buanrorp, F. G. W. 

(Received May 13th ;—Read June 7th, 1875.) 

Note.—The greater part of the following paper was written in 1874 for 
communication to the British Association meeting at Belfast, and an ab- 

stract of the paper appears in the Reports of the work of Section A for that 

year. I did not, however, publish the paper in extenso, as I desired before 

doing so to verify the conclusions by some further experience. The origi- 

nal paper discussed the phenomena cf the years 1868, 1871, 1872, and 

1873: I have now added those of 1869, 1870, and 1874; and I have re- 

drawn the tables of the former years, substituting as the standard of 

comparison, the averages obtained up to the end of 1874, for those up to 

the end of 1873 only. The result has been a further confirmation of at 

least one of my conclusions, vz. the persistency of certain anomalies of 

pressure distribution. The other conclusion suggested, vzz. that the rainfall 

of each season is influenced in a characteristic manner by these anomalous 

variations of the pressure, is one that requires for its verification a far 

more detailed and prolonged study than the data here given will admit of. 

In a paper read in February 1874 before the Royal Society, I con- 

eluded from a detailed discussion of the wind-directions, and the distribution 

of atmospheric pressure in Northern and Central India, as well as of other 

meteorological elements, that the Indian branches of the two monsoons, in 

the one case originate, in the other terminate south of the Himalaya; and 

_that they are but little, if at all, dependent on the variations of atmospheric 

pressure in Central Asia, to which they have generally been attributed. 

The great mountain chain acts in fact as a complete barrier to the lower 

half of the atmosphere, and it was shewn that it is within this stratum that 
the alternating air-currents are restricted. From April to the end of Sep- 

tember an area of low pressure exists over a part of Central India and the 

Punjab, towards which a tolerably steady current blows from equatorial seas ; 

while, during the remainder of the year, there is an area of less intense maxi- 

mum pressure in approximately the same region, in which the winter or NE 

monsoon originates. In the charts given in illustration of this paper, it was 

shewn that the position of the barometric minimum in the SW monsoon, 

on an average, changes but little from the month of May, before the rains 
set in, up to the end of the rains in September or October ; when the pres- 

sure becomes nearly uniform, prior to the re-distribution which characterises 

the winter season. The object of the present paper is to shew that while 
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the distribution of relative pressures during the SW monsoon deviates 

somewhat from the normal or average type in certain years, the variations 

which appear at the beginning of the season in April or May are almost, if 

not quite, as persistent as the normal features of distribution shewn in the 

charts; and sometimes, indeed, last through one or two years. This fact is 

one which may prove hereafter of much practical importance. Since the 

strength and direction of the winds are determined by differences of pres- 

sure in neighbouring regions, and since the monsoon rains are in their turn 

dependent on the vapour-bearing winds, it might be expected that the ano- 

malies of rainfall would also shew a certain persistence, and that each sea- 

son, and, in certain cases, two seasons in succession, would preserve much the 

same character in regard to the excess or deficiency of rainfall. As far as 

observation hitherto has afforded the means of testing this presumption, this 

appears to be actually the case ; the result being sometimes a succession of 

destructive floods, at other times the failure of the late autumn crops over 

large areas, producing those famines for which India is disastrously noto- 

rious. 
Until about eight years ago there were no systematic records of meteo- 

rological phenomena in India, sufficiently general for instituting an enquiry 

into a question of this kind: and even up to last year, those that are trust- 

worthy and at the same time accessible, related only to about a third of the 
whole area of India. It is therefore for this portion only that evidence is 

at present forthcoming. But fortunately this includes the greater part of 

the area which is concerned with that branch of the monsoon that traverses 

the Bay of Bengal in the summer months; the remainder being chiefly 

watered either by the current which proceeds from the western coast ; or, 

in the case of the Carnatic, by the Bay of Bengal current which is deflected. 
towards that region in October and November. 

With such partial data as have hitherto been available, it is certainly 

not possible to establish definite laws of the relations between the quantity 

and distribution of the rainfall on the one hand, and local irregularities in 

the distribution of pressure on the other. To do this effectually will re- 

quire much more complete data than we at present possess; including a 

knowledge of the distribution of atmospheric pressure over the whole of 

India and the neighbouring seas ;* and more perfect means of determining 

the absolute movement of the air,f its temperature and humidity, than are 

at present available. I shall therefore content myself in this place with 

* This, it is hoped, will be shewn for the first time in the Report on the Meteorology 

of India for 1875, by means of isobaric and wind-charts for each month of the year. 

+ Steps have been taken to procure self-recording anemometers for this purpose, 

which will be erected at some 20 stations in addition to the three presidency capitals; 

which are already provided with them. 

———— 
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adducing evidence to shew that abnormal variations of relative pressure 

tend to be persistent ; and on the former head J shall only pomt out some 

observed coincidences, with the caution that no satisfactory discussion of 

this subject is practicable until the conditions are known over a very much 

wider area than that treated in the present paper, and that for a sufficiently 

long period. 

When the barometric traces of a number of stations in different parts 

of India are compared together, it appears that, after eliminating the regu- 

lar variation of the daily tides, they are all affected simultaneously or near- 

ly so by irregular fluctuations of very various duration (from one to many 

days), and that these are on the whole more intense at northerly than at 

southerly stations. ‘The amount by which the pressure at any place for a 

given month or day deviates above or below its normal value for that period, 

will necessarily be affected by these irregular fluctuations as well as by 

those protracted anomalies of pressure with which I am now concerned. 

The most ready way of exhibiting the latter is to take the barometric differ- 

ence for the period in question of a pair of stations, not too distant from 

each other, and from this to deduct their normal or average difference for 

the corresponding period ; or, what comes to the same thing, to obtain the 

total barometric anomaly* for each of the pair separately, by deducting 

the corresponding normal values, and then to take the difference of these 

anomalies. This latter method will be followed in the tables illustrating this 

paper. If we find that as a general rule these final differences or, as I have 

termed them, relative anomalies preserve the same sign + or — and not in- 

frequently approximately similar values for many months together (the 

comparison being sufficiently extensive fairly to test the whole mass of the 

data), the proposition that abnormal variations of relative pressure tend to be 

protracted, may be considered as established. I must, however, remark by way 

of precaution, that the above method of proceeding does not completely 

eliminate the general irregular fluctuations. It would do so, only if all stations 

were equally affected by them ; but actually this is not the case. A simple 

inspection of the barometric curves (of which I havea series for several years) 

shews that, as a rule, these fluctuations are more intense, the higher the lati- 

tude ; and that, sometimes, stations in the interior seem to be more affected 

than those on the coast. Hence the further two stations are apart (especially 

in latitude), the less complete is the elimination. But for my present pur- 

pose this rough method will suffice. I now proceed to the facts. 

In 1868 an abnormal barometric depression in the NW corner of the 

Bay of Bengal and in part of Orissa characterised the whole of the SW 

* By this term, I designate the amount by which the mean pressure at any station 

for a given day, month, or year, ranges above or below the corresponding average of 

many years. 
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monsoon, while in Lower Bengal the pressure was for the most part above 

the average. This is shewn in the tables for the year [see Appendix] ; the 

first of which gives the mean total barometric anomaly for each month of 

Calcutta, Saugor Island, False Point, Cuttack, Chittagong, and Akyab, and 

the second the relative anomalies for certain pairs of stations selected so as 

best to illustrate the phenomenon in question. 

In this case, which indeed was the first that attracted my attention, 

the relative depression was remarkably intense, and bounded (on the land 

side at least) by a high gradient. The pressure in Bengal was unusually 

high and that at False Point abnormally low at the beginning of the year ; 

and this barometric difference was intensified in May, when, however, there 

was a prevalent high pressure much exceeding the average. In June, again, 

when the general pressure was below the average, the difference was less, 

and as between the neighbouring stations of Cuttack (50 miles from False 

Point) and Calcutta, almost disappeared ; reappearing, however, in July 

with a general excess of pressure, and becoming further intensified in 

August with a general and abnormal fall. Jn this last month the greatest 

difference was between Saugor Island and Calcutta (68 miles apart) ; amount- 

ing absolutely to not less than ‘103 inches on the mean pressures of the 

month. There was no cyclone, notwithstanding that so great a barometric 

gradient rarely occurs, even temporarily in India, except during the passage 

of a cyclone. The rainfall at Caleutta during the month was however very 

heavy, one half greater than at Saugor Island, and at Hooghly 30 miles 

further north it was nearly twice as great as at Calcutta. I shall recur to 

this subject in the sequel. In the north-west of the Bay, the anomalous 

depression lasted until the end of the year ; but it was most intense during 

the south-west monsoon. The excessive rainfall was quite local, and oceur- 

red, as we have seen, some distance to the north of the depression. In the 

N. W. Provinces the fall of the season was somewhat deficient. 

In 1869 the pressure was abnormally high at False Point and Cuttack 

(especially the former), relatively to the more southern part of the coast 

(Madras) on the one hand, and to Bengal, especially as represented by Ber- 

hampore on the other. It was abnormally low at Berhampore and also at 

Chittagong ; while at Akyab, relatively both to this place and Port Blair, 

and during the greater part of the monsoon, even to False Point, it was 

unusually high ; August being a temporary exception. In other words, 

there seems to have been an abnormal ridge of high pressure, extending 

across the Bay from Akyab to False Point and Cuttack. In the Meteoro- 

logical Report for that year it is stated that “the rainfall was less than the 

average in Orissa, the Gangetic delta, and Aracan. Also in Hastern Bengal 

(except Sylhet and Cherrapunji), in Lower Assam, Sikkim, and parts of 

Behar. It was above the average at Soory and Berhampore, and over a 
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tract of country stretching between the Rajmahal hills and the Bhotan 

dwars, including Dinajpur, Rangpur and probably Julpigori and Buxa.” 

Hence it appears that the ridge of relatively high pressure, before adverted 

to, had the effect of diminishing the rainfall generally both in the region 
occupied by it and also to the north ; except where the abnormal depression 

at Berhampore and Chittagong tended to negative this effect and produce a 

local increase. Quoting again from the Report of the year, “it would 

appear that the area of greatest rainfall did not coincide with that of the 

barometric depression but was at 150 miles to the north-east of it. It was 

very restricted, and if the data can be trusted in detail would seem to be 

sharply defined.” 

The local relative excess of pressure at False Point and Cuttack was 

maintained through the cold weather of 1869—70, and up to the end of the 

latter year; except at Cuttack, where it fellin December. The same was 

the case at Akyab, except temporarily in the month of May [see Tables]. 

Its total duration extended therefore over two entire years. At False Point, 

however, the barometer stood abnormally in excess of Akyab, during the 

earlier months of the year and also in August and December. The region 

of most persistent depression was about the Andamans,* and the relative 

depression at Chittagong, Berhampore, and Monghyr was maintained, though 
less intense than in the previous year. At Jubbulpore the pressure was 

abnormally high, relatively to Nagpur, during the hot weather ; but this rela- 

tion was reversed in August, and at the end of the year, the pressure at the 

latter station ranged greatly above that at the former. 

In the Bengal Report for this year it is stated that “In the Central 

Provinces, including Sambhalpur and the hilly country to the West of the 

Gangetic delta, the rainfall was higher than usual; while the Orissa coast 

tract and the Gangetic delta had less than the average, more especially along 

a line passing through False Point, Midnapur, and Burdwan”’, that is to say 

under the lea of the high pressure region about False Point. ‘‘ The stations 

in Behar registered about the usual quantity ; i some cases much more ;” 

this being under the lea of the relative depression about Monghyr. “In 

Eastern Bengal and Arakan the rains were generally somewhat deficient, 

except at Sylhet and Noakhally” ; and it is observed that “some of these 
local irregularities appear to be very anomalous.” 

I next come to the year 1871, one of unusually heavy rainfall in Ben- 

gal (except the Hastern districts and Lower Assam) and also in the NW 

Provinces and Central India. In this year, the pressure was abnormally low 

in the eastern part of the Bay about Akyab, in Orissa, and in Central India 

north of the Satptira range ; as compared with Bengal, the Gangetic valley, 

and the tract to the South of the Satptiras. On the west coast (the In- 

* In January a cyclone occurred in the extreme South of the Bay. 
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dian coast) of the Bay, especially about False Point, the pressure was still 

relatively high, so that the two areas of abnormally low pressure, viz. that 

on the East of the Bay and that of Orissa, were distinct and separated. 

The Akyab depression did not extend to Port Blair (Andamans), where the 

pressure was on the whole slightly in excess of the average. 'To shew these 

differences, in the Table for 1871 I have compared in the same manner as 

before, Akyab with Chittagong on the north and Port Blair on the south ; 

False Point with Vizagapatam, and this with Madras on the south and with 

Berhampore on the north ; also with Akyab on the east and Cuttack on 

the west; Cuttack with Berhampore, Monghyr, and Jubbulpore ; and Jub- 

bulpore with Benares on the north and Nagpore on the south. Also Ber- 

hampur with Monghyr and Chittagong. 

The general persistency of the relative baric anomalies of the season is 

well shewn in the table. But it exhibits some interruptions ; as for instance 
a sudden relative depression at False Point, Vizagapatam, and Cuttack in 

June, coinciding indeed with a general fall below the average, but most 

intense at those stations. The rainfall in this month was exceptionally 

heavy in the Gangetic delta, especially in the neighbourhood of Calcutta, 

where it was about twice as great as at Saugor Island; thus repeating the 

conditions already noticed in 1868. Another noticeable interruption is a 

rapid rise of pressure at Jubbulpore in October, which was partially felt at 

Nagpore and Benares, but not at all in Orissa ; while in Lower Bengal there 

was a fall of pressure. Fluctuations in the amounts of the relative anoma- 

lies, of less magnitude are indicated throughout, as might indeed be expect- 

ed ; but they are for the most part gradual and not such as to negative the 

general truth of the law of persistency. 

The next year, 1872, was one of light rainfall in Bengal generally (that 

of every month being below the average) ; but it was excessive in Orissa and 

Chutia Nagpore. It was also stormy in the Bay of Bengal, which was not 

the case in 1871. In the N. Western and Central Provinces the rainfall 

was either about the average or somewhat above it ; this was chiefly due to 

the heavier fall of the later months of the monsoon. Both in the N. W. 
Provinces and Behar, the hot weather months with June and July were 

generally dry, and rain did not fall plentifully till August. The anomalous 

barometric depression in the neighbourhood of Akyab, and in Orissa as com- ~ 

pared with stations to the North was greater than in 1871; but Akyab did 

not on the whole range abnormally below Port Blair, nor did Jubbulpore 

range unusually below Nagpore on the one hand and Benares on the other, 

as in the previous year; while an abnormal depression in the N. West of 

the Bay connected the Orissa and Akyab depressions, being greatest about 

False Point, or possibly in the neighbouring part of the Bay. To shew 

this distribution I give tables for the same stations as in the previous year, 
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with the addition of Agra, Jhansi, and Lucknow in the N. W. Provinces, 

these latter being chiefly for comparison with the corresponding data of 

1873, when there was an important barometric irregularity in the Upper 

Provinces. 
In the table the general persistency of the baric anomalies is clearly 

shewn, but there are three interruptions of some importance. In May with 

a general fall greater than the average, especially in Central India and 

False Point, Jhansi in the interior and Port Blair were exceptions, the fall 

there being slightly less than the average. Again, in June, when the pres- 

sure generally was considerably above the average, Orissa and Port Blair 

ehanged in the opposite direction. Lastly, in September, with an unusual 

vise of pressure every where, this was most intense at False Point and 

Jubbulpore, and was but little in excess of the average at Port Blair, Vizaga- 

patam, and Madras. 

I now come to the year 1878, the rainfall of which in most parts of 
Northern India was much below that even of the previous year, causing 

that deficiency of the crops in parts of Bengal and the N. W. Provinces 

which is still fresh in the recollection of all. The baric anomalies of the year 

were in some respects identical with those of 1872, having lasted through 

all the revolutions of the changing monsoons, but they were accompanied by 

others which made their appearance either in the latter part of that year or 

the earlier months of 1873, thus rendering the barometric distribution in 

the summer monsoon more anomalous than that of any year yet recorded. 

The anomalous depression in the Northern part of the Bay of Bengal 

and Orissa still continued: Akyab as compared with Chittagong and False 

Point as compared with Vizagapatam and Madras were lower even than in 

1872: and the Orissa depression, relatively to Bengal and the Central Pro- 

vinces, was as great, in some cases greater than in the previous year. With 

regard to the south-east of the Bay, as represented by Port Blair, the 

Akyab depression was somewhat greater than in 1872, but the registers of a 

station, established during the year, in the Nicobars, seem to shew that to the 

south of the Andamans there existed a very considerable barometric depres- 

sion, which must have greatly influenced the strength of the monsoon in the 

Bay of Bengal, and which was probably abnormal, though in the absence of 

earlier registers, this cannot be confidently asserted. 

In the upper part of the Ganges valley, in the province of Oude, a very 

anusual depression appeared in the later months of 1872 and lasted up to 

the close of the monsoon of 1873. These facts are shewn in the tables for 
the year at the end of this paper. 

As in the previous years, the tables shew a Pentel persistence of the 

relative anomalies, with some interruptions, traceable to the unequal inci- 

dence of general temporary fluctuations. Thus, in February, when the 
5 
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pressure generally became about normal after an unusual depression in 
January, the change affected the several stations very unequally, Orissa and 
the upper part of the N. W. Provinces being most affected, and Jubbulpore 
and Madras the least. In May, again, the pressure fell much less than usual 

as a general rule, but at Akyab the fall was of the almost normal amount ; 

while at Agra and Lucknow it was less than the average fall by nearly 

O-linch. In June the fall of pressure was everywhere greater than the 
average, the excess being greatest at Agra and Lucknow, and least at Akyab, 

Madras, and Nagpore. Lastly, in August, with a general abnormal rise of 

pressure, Akyab, Chittagong, Berhampur, and Monghyr show the greatest 

excess, and Agra and Lucknow nearly as much, but the rise at Madras was 

not much greater than the average, and at Port Blair, Vizagapatam, and 

Nagpore about equal and of intermediate amount. 

In 1874 the pressure was abnormally low relatively to other places at 
at Akyab, False Point, and Cuttack, especially the last ; while it was highest 

at Berhampur and Chittagong. 

Agra and Lucknow (especially the last) shewed a low pressure as in 

the preceding year; but the depression was relatively less intense; and 

Jhansi and Jubbulpore were relatively high, more especially the latter. The 

persistency of these differences was not less than in former years, as may be 

seen in the table for 1874; but I have not been able to trace out any such 

concurrence between these phenomena and the peculiarities of the rainfall 

as are exhibited in the reports and registers of certain previous years. 

The rainfall of 1874 was generally deficient in the western districts of 

Bengal and also the more eastern districts and Arakan ; but above the 

average at Burdwan, Soory, Contai, and in the Rajshaye and Cooch Behar 

divisions.. In general, too, it was in excess in Behar, Chutia Nagpur, and 

Orissa. In the N. W. and Central Provinces also it was generally abun- 

dant ; Jhansi, Ajmere, and Nagpore being, however, exceptions. In the ear- 

ler part of the monsoon, the rain was plentiful in the N. W. Provinces 

and scanty in Bengal. In September and October this relation was rever- 

sed. 

Lest the somewhat abstract language I have employed im describing 

these phenomena should tend to obscure the physical facts to which the 

tables testify, it will be useful, before proceeding further, to recall to mind 

what these facts really are. Such expressions as normal and abnormal, how- 

ever convenient for describing the mental analysis of a phenomenon whieh 

results from the concurrent operation of a number of causes, have really 

reference only to our way of regarding it, and none whatever (of necessity) 

to the phenomenon itself.. The physical facts educed in the foregoing dis- 
cussion may be thus enunciated:—That amid the never ceasing 

changes of condition and place to which every 
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part of the atmosphere is subject, certain states 

tend to perpetuate or reproduce themselves in 

the same region, in such manner as to maintain 
a constant difference in the mean or average pres- 
sures ef two neighbouring regions; and that this 

tfendenty to a constant local difference is in cer- 

tain cases maintained throughout those great re- 

volutions of atmospheric density, composition, 

and movement which accompany the alternations 

of the monsoons. Nevertheless these states though protracted are 

not permanent, and disappear after a longer or shorter time. Sometimes 

suddenly, but more frequently by a graduated decrease. 

When this class of phenomena first attracted my attention, my first idea 

was, as would probably occur to most, that the instruments used for measur- 

ing the pressure had either become defective, or had been displaced from 

the vertical position or moved to a different elevation, without the fact having 

beenreported. I accordingly had the instruments recompared and ascertained 

by careful enquiry whether any removal had taken place, but failed to ob- 

tain any explanation of the observed anomalies. Longer experience has 

shewn that two or more neighbouring stations, occasionally participate in 

the same condition of protracted excessive or deficient pressure ; and where 

stations exist intermediate in position between those at which extreme 

opposite conditions prevail, the former continue to shew an intermediate 

condition. J should add that, as far as regards Bengal, I have given the 

utmost care to ensure that all barometric observations shall be rigorously 

comparable, and after a careful consideration of all the circumstances, | am 

able to see no reason to doubt the validity of the phenomena indicated by 

the registers.* 

* The most remarkable case of protracted differences of pressure, which are never= 

theless not permanent, is that shewn by False Point and Cuttack, as compared with 

the surrounding stations. The registers shew that after remaining abnormally low 

throughout the year 1868, the pressure rose at the beginning of 1869 and at False 

Point remained unusually high throughout the years 1869, 1870, and 1871. At the 

beginning of 1872 it again fell, and remained relatively low during the two years 

following. Now at False Point the same instrument (a marine barometer of the 

Fitzroy pattern) was used continuously by the same observer, and, I am assured, 

in the same place, from the time when the station was originally established up 

to the end of 1872; it was then replaced by a marime barometer on the Kew-« 

principle, without any change in the general value of the readings. At Cuttack 

the original instrument was replaced towards the end of 1869, but the two were 

read simultaneously for a fortnight, and, after applying the corrections which had been 

previously determined in Calcutta, the readings were found to be identical. The second 

“instrument was again replaced in December 1872 by a Casella’s standard, which was 
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If then, as I cannot but conclude, the distribution of pressure m India 

is subject to protracted local variations, which nevertheless are not perma- 
nent, it seems probable that we may find herein a clue to the explanation 

of those irregularities of the rainfall that have so important an influence 

on the welfare of the people ; and the connection between the two classes 

of phenomena must become a question of very high practical as well as 

scientific importance. 

T have already shewn reasons why this enquiry cannot be satisfactorily 

undertaken at present. For instance, the establishment of an observatory 

at the Nicobars in May 1873, brought to light the apparent existence of @ 

remarkable barometric depression in that neighbourhood, of which we 

should otherwise have remained m ignorance. What its extent may have 

been, we do not know, but its position is such that it must have been in- 

fluential in drawing aside a portion of the monsoon current which otherwise 

would pass up the Bay towards Northern India. So long as we remain 

without information of the meteorological conditions in any part of the 

Indian monsoon area, we cannot be sure that the effects we witness in Nor- 

thern India may not have resulted from causes whose seat lies without our 

area. 
But although any comprehensive discussion of the subject is impossi-. 

ble, I may point to some observed relations between barometric depression 

and rainfall which are, f think, too striking to be a fortuitous coincidence. I 

refer more especially to the excessively heavy rainfall which occurred in the 

region of which the town of Hughli is the centre, in August 1868; when 
a very intense depression lay near Saugor Point (100 miles to the south) 

off the mouth of the Hughli. In the previous month of June, when the 

site of the minimum pressure was in the neighbourhood of False Point, the 

region of excessive rainfall lay about Balasore and Contai (100 miles to the 

north), and throughout the season, while the barometric depression held its 

place in the N. W. corner of the Bay, the excessive rainfall was restricted to 

the south-west corner of the Gangetic delta, although the fall was heavy 

over a considerable part of the delta. In Behar on the other hand, and in 

fixed in position by myself, and a second series of simultaneous readings for a month, 

gave, after due correction, the same results. The instrument had been moved to a differ- 

ent house, I believe in 1870; but a line of levels taken at my request by the Executive 

Engineer of the station shewed that the two positions of the instrument were apprecia- 

_bly at the same level. The Saugor Island barometer which in 1868 shewed as great 

“a fall below the usual pressure as that of False Point, has been compared three times, 

viz. when first supplied to the station, again by myself on the spot at the end of 1870, 

and lastly with a Casella’s standard supplied to the station in 1873. The results of 

these comparisons agreed accurately, and the instrument has always been in the 

same position. 
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the N. W. Provinces, the rainfall of this year was deficient. I may here 
point to a parallelism between this case and that of the rainfall m cyclones, 
in which it appears, by the common consent of observers, that the greatest 

raintall oceurs in advance of the cyclone-centre. 

Now something similar to the above relation seems to be traceable in 

other cases when the depression is less intense and the effect more extensive. 

In 1873, although the fall was deficient in Bengal and the N. W. Provinces, 

it was not so in the Punjab nor about Roorkee and Agra, which lay to the 

west or north-west of the abnormal depression in Oude ; that is to say, be- 

yond the depression in the course followed by the vapour-bearing winds. It 

Was very copious also in Burmah, which lay beyond (to the north and north- 

east of) the Nicobar depression, the monsoon-current here being from the 

south west. In 1871, when there was an abnormal depression in the east 

of the Bay, in Orissa, and about Jubbulpore ; (how far this last may have 
extended east and west we do not know, in the absence of stations); the 

rainfall was abundant in the Gangetic valley and Bengal, as well as the 

Central Provinces. But on the other hand, we must not lose sight of the 

fact, that in 1872 and 1873, when the depression was as great or greater in 

the Bay of Bengal and Orissa, the rainfall in Bengal as in Northern India 

generally was light or very deficient. This fact warns us that we must not 

push too far the conclusions drawn from our present imperfect data. 

The mean or normal values adopted as standards in the following tables 

are those of all registers up to the end of 1874. The number of years it. 

each case is from 5 to 8. The table of these values is given at page 15 of 

the Meteorological Report for Bengal for the year 1874. 

1868. Zuble of total barometric Anomalies. 

Calcutta. Sagar Id. False Pt, Cuttack. | CONE" | Akyab. 
g. 

SATUALY, cessevee ceseeess| + 024) + °016) — °036}) — -013] — -003} — :032 
IP@lMUBIA coood00d DOODOUOS + O11) — :039]} — -0438} — :001] — -010| — -007 
NigiRGO Sadogs OOOK5 seseeee| + 7026] — 010) — '035] + -004) + -002| + :005 
ail i -008)| — 032) 059) Ole) eet -OOON aeons 
WEN céacd00 jGoD00 5 00n000 + °102| + °064 0} + 063) + -045]) + -072 
June, > ouconDDO 9900000 0} — :043} — :044, — :002| + :085| + -047 
ULV, ssccesee convseee sees] + 035] — °020| —-°044) + -004) —.-001! + +049 
ANUIETEN, coo onODOHO 9 0odocd — :020] — °128] — :085) — :088); — :067| — :0138 
ISM ECDUDCI I sieletaveieiss vavvics 0| — 072) — :072) — :004) — :016)} + :011 
October; :......;........| + :0384| — :021) —--013) + -046) + :016] + :009 
November, .....:.. ercrns — ‘014/ — :049) — :059} — -010| — -034|} — ‘068 
December, .....+0...++0+| + 027] + °012} — °021) + :020} + -004) — -004 



38 H. F. Blanford—On protracted Relative [No. 1, 

1868. Zuble of relative barometric Anomalies. 

Sagar Id./False Pt.) Cuttack |False Pt.|False Pt.|Akyab to 
to Cal- | to Cal- | to Cal- | to Cut- to Chitta- 
cutta. cutta. | cutta. tack. | Akyab.| gong. 

ST ANUATY AE Ey aielefereisiel Heels atees — 008} — :060} — :037| — -023} — :004| — :029 
LNG AA FoG455 boson eae — 060} — 054; — :012| — -042| — 036) + -003 
MMitar Gla as; deraievevstsn rs syeuste > — ‘036} — :061! — :022) — -039] — :041| + -003 
Ayeriley sco Ree. ; — -040/ — -067| — -019| — -048| — -077{ + -009 
IN ERAS cons sacs so nbe scp oeee — 048} — °102} — 039; — -063| — -072] + -027 
JUNE, cceveees cove cceeeees| — 048! — *044} — -002) — -042} — -091] + -012 
ey Mahisrere Atetere 39 DoOSbaNO — 055] — :079|} — -031| — -048] — :098| + -050 
ENTESTSSS 3598 Mee aee 553409 — 108} — -065) — -068, + -003| — -072| + -054 
Nepsembery sure coctine «sec — 072) — :072| — :004| — -:068| — :083} + 027 
October, PNR ee ks — -055 | —=-047| + -012| — -033) — -022|/=—— -o07 
Novenber, bush wend snes — -035||— -045| + -004| — -049| — -009| — -034 
December, .........+.-++.| — °015| — +048] — -007-/ — -041] — -017| — -008 

1869. Table of total barometric Anomalies. 

P yhitta- |, Bot | Akyab: oe Madras. |False Pt. 

January, 39.99009000 coenee + ‘101] — :032} — -003) + :038| + -060 
He brary. | ciaciilee eerie! s0000000 + °048/ — -007) — :010| + -007} + +040 
MAT Ch crorskel eeiers al einiclen sates sce + -020; — °001} — :010) — -006) + -052 
BAS UTM ea ais sieleke) oialiois ove) cise siaikelelevele . + 021; + -018| — :025) — :005} + -040 
WERE, aapaodocdoeauee 5 500 + 021) + ‘072 °045| — :010|] + -042 
June, . 34000795 650059000 50005000 — ‘O11; + °047} — :0385| — -:034|) — -003 
July, 5090 90090000 0006500006 .o| + -002; + -049; — :001) — -019] + -019 
August, nODOddO BOOM O ODIdaD O° + °010} — :013| — :067| — :013! + -058 
September,........: 4 000000 BOO .| + 006; + -011} — -016} — :005} + -021 
Octoberysn ae.) . : -| — °003} + -009) + :016} — -012| + -014 
INOWEMID ETS clavate cic) ewisierss aie’ «) os sareaiale .| + °015|/ — :068) — 034} — :009| + -048 
MD ECOMDEN oie) '/sjeis'e icles cio oa este sooeee| + °004] + 7002) + '004) — -056| + -008 

Berham-| Mon- Jubbul- 
Cuttack pore: ghyr: Nagpore. pore. 

AJR ET AA 55 on 5 qa OAS bd De oc + 052) + °056} + :089) — -001| + +046 
Mebruaryy (s\n «\oc 1 50079 b.908 56 + 088; + :016) + 001} — -045|) + -008 
WEED, on55 40690095 40 + -039) — -018) + :013} — :049|) — -020 
pei ss aes ee ie tee ee OP 1-050 ? “* 034) = 00, 
WEN 555009500900 boanDD0b Ged00000| Fe OID| —= Wns ? — °049| — -025 
JURE 350000605900 Nd00099000000900 — ‘041! — -151) — :030| — :049} — -002 
Jit, catia 5000 4900 D06OCSOID 96 005 + :015} — :058; + -006}] — -019| + -O11 
_ ATES Se ne IE + 055] + 038; + -014| — -010| + -046 
September,......... 5.50095 : Siete — 005} — :008| — -022| — :052 | — :036 
Wetobere erate iet 300% + 006} — ‘011; + ‘004) — -0386| — -008 
November,........ a9 00D550nbDD OO + 037) — 011) + :034]) + :018| — 017 
December,.. 1.1... ssceseceevvsevsee| + 025] — :046| — :016| — :046| — -032 
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1869. Tuble of relative barometric Anomalies. 
SS — 

. |Akyab to 
Port 
Blair. 

ee 

January, e@eeosese eeeeveee — 133 

MEHGHALY, Gas oben esis c« =| —— 000 
AVG CDS Riese) eerie cle eiclieie vvie.s — 021 
a\iwil, 5 5500603 000000 Gved|) => AOE 
Mies set cee cecles wes | OO] 
JTHAE, 4an000 aoudo0 UGUOUU ICs mms) 
Tu sgooud codsoo ange cope + °047 
August, ..cereeeee cues voee| — 1023 
September, ......eeee+++-| + “005 
NOEROWEE ele re loreversioceleiels wake + °012 
INDrEeMle, boo000 op00 ou0G — 083 
Dees shogoocdo opooun — 002 

Akyab to 
Chitta- 
gong. 

029 
003 
‘009 
043 
027 
082 
050 
054 
027 
007 
034 
002 | Wh) shee tbe th te ak 

RIAUNUANEYs alalelele aes) ofete's 
HIGDEUATYs) a + ole + « 
March, . 
AN Sal Baap ao 
WERE sooo GUD 
June, .. 

eee er ee ee ee oe eee 

eee ce ee ve oe 

essen ee 

August, ..... 
September,.,....... padcoc 5 00% 
October, .. 0... 
November,....s.+. 0 
December, 

Ce 

eooee eee e eee se Po oe oe oe 

eeeee 

Cuttack 
to Mon- 

ghyr. 

018 
037 
026 
ie 
P 
011 
009 
041 
017 
002 
003 
041 

False Pt.|False Pt. 
to Mad-| to Cut- 

ras. tack. 

+ 022} + :008 
+ °033! + °002 
+ °058] + °013 
+ 045} + :019 
+ °052| + 10238 
+ °031] + :038 
+ *038) + °004 
+ 045) + :008 
+ 013} + °026 
+ °026) + :008 
+ 057} + °011 
+ :064) — ‘017 

Fertile Berham- 
pore to 

pore to Mon: 
Nagpore. ehyr. 

| 
+ °047) + °017 
+ 053) + :015 
+ 029) — ‘031 
+ 027 ? 
+ 024 P 
+ 047) — °121 
+ :030) — ‘064 
+ *056) + °024 
+ 016) + :014 
— ‘022| — :015 
— :0385| — :046 
+ 014) — :0380 

False Pt.) Cuttack 
to Ber- to 

hampore.| Jubbul- 
pore. 

+ 004} + :006 
+ 024) + :030 

+ ‘O70) + °059 

+ *090| + °028 
+ 047.) + °044 

+ 148} — °039 

+ 077) + °004 

+ 020) + ‘009 

+ °029; + °081 

+ 025| + °064 

+ 059) + 064 

+ °054| + ‘057 

Berham- False Pt. 

Gnitta, | 1 - 

oR Akyab 

+ .°059| + °092 
+.:026) + °047 

— °008) + °0538 

— °025) + :022 

— °050} — :030 

— '116} — :050 

— 057| — :030 

+ (105) + ‘071 

+ :008) — :006 

— 027) + 005 

+ :0338) + °116 

— 050] + *006 

1870. Tuble of total barometric Anomalies. 

Port 
Blair. 

January, @eoee oeeoF eso se oe — ‘159 

Hepruary, 1... sssesess sees| — 042 
BVIECHUtlersteis wleisielers) oo s%es|(—— “0382 
Ree iar, ecco a v0 | = 024 
MENG scbocce BoOd0e DOOD OOD — °032 
EMC ayyeisicteleievers sieiviele velee of == (004 
BULA Mrotoreefololel «ivevere/eisie’s «occ « — 023 
INTISUSts rae'eslelsiers crcie se ctes sl — “O37 
September, 1... ssleeeesees| — *019 
WCLOD CEN atetoletetercieiotetel | avote ||) ——. “006 
DNOVGMIDET EN calor > cies» cere | —— °012 
MICCEMPET) valecss +s vere cvee| — “069 

Akyab. 

jeep te ae [Pah ae |p TP {| 

Chitta- 
gone. Madras. 

— 072) — :083 
— °042| — :034 

— °050) — -:022 

— ‘038| — ‘031 
— ‘014, — ‘057 

“+ 063) + *005 
— ‘020; — :008 

— °023| — :007 
+ 014} + :001 

— 004) + ‘007 
— ‘028; + :008 
— 009} + :020 

we8 lalse Pt, 

— °098 | — -010 
— 052) + :029 
—— OPAL Si SOL 7/ 
— :007} + -019 
— -045| — -044 
+ :037| + :068 
—,:019.| — -007 
— 009} + -008 
— 007} + -036 
+ 004] + -028 
Say OL OOK 
+ 013) + °036 



40 H. F. Blanford—On protracted Relative [No. I, 

1870. Table of total barometric Anomalies. 

= 

I[PMOAAY, 55050090 so000000 
IRSOATRNAA, 9565 900000000050 
NILA 5.0o4.0508 do0d00.00R6 
April, 390 0000000 9 caD000 
WER ooooos so09000 . 900 
June, 59000000 0000 0000 
Uwibs oooso a6 300 000000 
August, 6000000 0000 0006 
SAHIMMMINA 45000000 000000 
OBI ONA 5 Hoo000 bo0000 00 
IN OVAMIAD 5 5 Goo05000 o00000 
IDEM G5 SG50 Goce don Eun 

ee eeeoee 

eee cec ee 

ec eee eee 

eo ee ee oe 

Cuttack. Berham- 

— 033 
+ 016 
Ones) 
+ -020 
— 052 
+ °038 
—— 021 
+ °016 
+ °022 
+ °006 
— ‘018 
— ‘060 

pore. 

063 
‘034 
"027 
003 
065 
064 
028 
“O19 
‘001 
‘O11 

— 018 
— 007 

Phat | 

Mon- 
* ghyr. 

— *028 

— 004 
— -003 
+ “017 
— -066 
+ °024 
== (BP 
— -003 
+ -001 
— ‘015 

= One 
— ‘006 

pore. 

085 
008 
039 
009 
013 
036 
007 
037 
005 
034 
‘034 
003 | | | + | +4444 | ++ {++ ]+ |] ]4++ | 

1870. Tuable of relative barometric Anomalies. 

ule Nagpore. 

055 
001 
“004 
023 
027 
037 
015 
‘006 
‘024 
003 
010 
072 

SNE 550000 009000 9900 
HICDIUATY, eves ole eicie ss 

August, ..... 5 400996 dan000 
Soul)" Goo0 sono oMeodD 
OSH 54040 400000 an00 0K 
INOYVDMNI, 450500 co0pn000 
Desa Nee 645905000 as0c0000 

Akyab to 
Port 
Blair. 

P 

+ °027 

+ ‘016 

+ ‘010 
— ‘009 

+ °068 

| + 080 

+ ‘016 

+ *045 
+ ‘034 

+ “O17 
+ ‘071 

Akyab to 
Chitta- 
gong. 

2 
027 
033 | 
“024 | 
"027 | 
001 
027 
002 
*012 
“012 
033 
O11 t+e++tet4 [44+ 

053 
063 
"044 
016 
021 
“004 
“021 
“027 
037 
‘039 
"019 
043 

Le a 
a 

—_——— i 

Cuttack 
to Jub- 
bulpore. 

JANUALY, ws... 9000000000 
February, ......5+.++..+-- 

September, .......+-+4.+- 
OGWORP, s00000 400000 9000 
WOVE YI 565000 0000 0006 
MeCeEMPCr, case «eres 2-16 =| 

Cuttack 
to Mon- 
ghyr. 

,++t++t+++4+4++4 | 

S = = 

Vizaga- |\False Pt.|False Pt|False Pt. 
patam to to Viza-| to Cut- | to Ber- 
Madras. |gapatam.| tack. |hampore. 

— 015) + :088) + °023) + 
— °018) + *081) + -014) + 
+ ‘O01| + -088|/-— -002) + 

O)} + :0384) — O01) + 

+ 012} + -001/ + -008) + 
+ -032) + 031} + :030) + 
— ‘O11! + -O11) + :014) + 
— -002) + -017) — -008) + 
— 008; + -0438) + ‘014) + 
— 003} + °024) + °022) + 
— 025) + :018) + -O14) + 
— 007) + :023) + -096) + 

Berham- | Berham- 
pore to | pore to J wie Hele Pt. 

Mon- | Chitta- | Joo ore.| Alevab 
eign || gone) | agypore. yab. 

— 035) + :009| — -030 
— 030) + -008) + -007) + 
— 024) + -023) + :085) + 
— 014) + :0380) + -032) + 
+ -001) — -0651) + -040) — 
+ 040) + ‘001; — -001) + 
+ °004} —- 008] + :023| — 
— 016) + 004) — -043) + 
— °002) — :015} — :019} + 
+ 004; — -007} — :0381 
+ 006) + -010}] — -044) — 
— ‘001; + :002} — 075; + 

a ee 
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1871. Table of total barometric Anomalies. 

pa Akyab. ee Madras. ae ~ [False Pt. 

EMU Vecisccs sews te snteecers — °021} — -044}] — -:036] — 014} + :004 0 

February, oUt nina wore — ‘010; — °018} — :029] — -:016} — :011} — :004 
BUSTED 2Gcras beac eae ae P + 009} + :013] + °0138] + °012) + ‘011 
tcl, US Ashe See eee eae ? + 012] + -015| + -016| + -007| + -024 
LIBATS 6 Ooo Cee Oe Ee ne i — ‘007| + °002}) + 023} + ‘014) + :021 

June,... + °030} — °033]) — :026}] — :002/ — :031| — -018 
Silay aeodone 9 op peo agsaooD + -016} — ‘010} — :015} + °005} — :002| + -012 
JETS 35 OO DOU ORO ROR Cae + °022} — °003) + :012} + -O11/ + :021| + :026 
RUCHUCMIDELS Ice eave vier ae’ © + °001) — -010} + -014) — -007| — :021) + -010 
WclobenweMass core calislewss + 001} — 022) — -015} + :015] + 015) + +016 

BNO WCMIDET I: Ciena) vcs ence + °006] — -007} — -005} — :011! — :002| + :0138 

December,....... iso Hoe ieee + °023} + °026) + °0385) + ‘018] + ‘008} + 046 

Cuttack. Berham-| Mon- | Jubbul- pore. alam, “aOR Nag pore. Benares. 

JESSIE, Goocou coo VGG000 — :035} — +033; — :030) + -001} + 059) — -018 
Rebeuary,, o.. sce ee ss Sccos|| == O28 | == AWA —= 033 | — O29) COS) — WHO 
WERE, 5 osco0cb ac0000 9000 — 003} — :012} + -009) — :005} + °028|) — :013 
Jsrall. — Gdgucounds o00 000000 — 004; + O11} + -020) + -003; + °014) + -O11 
NIZA Goooode0 e000 00. 0a06 — -010/ + -038} + -048) + 006} + 066) + -041 
June, ...... $0 acqod059 0000 — 044} — :011} — 005) — -046} — -011] — :008 
Tals, gee oeee eee pte =O —— -007|)) 7 6008) 016 | ree 02G) ae COLO 
AMUN, 1000600000 0500 0000 + 010} — ‘011} + :018} — 005] + °029) + -029 
S@UISMNIS Goouedco ooooae — 034] — :022} — -006) — -060} — :008} — -030 
‘Osrologe, Seacucme secceeeeee| — O31} — 029] — 022, + -023] + °017/ — -012 
November, ....060+.+-++0+| — 045) — -042] — -035) — °032} — °043} — -021 
December, ..... 000 vob00E — 014} + ‘015; + 021); — ‘018; — -013; + -:016 

Akyab ine to] Vizaga-|False Pt.'False Pt.'False Pt. 
Port Chitta- |patam to) to Viza-| to Cut- | to Ber- 
Blair. | gong. | Madras. |gapatam.) tack. |hampore. 

A/gMNBNE © CosocodO DONS »ee-| — °023| — :008} + -018} — -004] + :085) + :033 
lRSIEIEIA, ooongagod a00n0dG -| — 008] + °011|} + 005} + -007| + :024] + -037 
IMERanS ho oo OOD DUnUInOOe ; p — 005); — :001} — :001] + :014] + -023 
J\j ial pees 50000000 ? — 003; — 009] + 017} + -028| + :013 
May, 5O O000 DD0G 000000 ? — ‘009; — :009|} + -007| + ‘031; — :017 
MIU Pte chencie! sitivia sie “cena eles — ‘063| — :007| — :029) + :013} + -026| — :007 
slay airy reper sieieteiisrscsre: wtnelor alates — 026) + -005) — 007, + :014) + :023}] + -019 
PATHOTUS Esa sie sev 01 seeeeeeee| — °025| — 015} + -010/ + 005) + -016| + -087 
September, ..... vseeeeees| — ‘O11l| — 024! — -014] + :081] + -044|) + -082 
Octoberi) Fei... ss no ooncoo — °023|} — -006 O; + 001} + -047} + -045 
BNO VERUD OT ara iciele sve tareieies 6 — ‘013| — :002/ + :009} + °015| + :058} + -055 
December,.........+++.+2.| + 003} — :009/ — :010] + :088] + -060} + :031 

6 



42 H. F. Blanford—On protracted Relative [No. t, 

1871. Table of relative barometric Anomalies. 
Dee ee eee 

False Pt.| Cuttack | Cuttack |Berham- pen Jubbul- | Jubbul- 
to to Jub-) to Mon- | to Mon- Gea pore to | pore to 

Akyab. | bulpore.| ghyr. ghyr. ome ~ |Nagpore.|Benares. eg. 

January, ........| + °044| — 0386) — -005} — °003) + -003| — ‘058| + “O19 
INS ERG ooooDovGl| PB WOME sp AIL) s- W@|) —— W0s))) = tO |) — °035| + ‘O11 
WERE Sooo bcudu" + 002} + 002) — -012| — -021| — -025|) — -033| + 008 
April, 600752.) 4-012 | = -007 F004 |) -009'| — 004; =o ane 
IME dboo5o0 seeee| + °028] — 016) — :058}| — :010| + -036| — -960| — -035 
June, .....-+..-.| + °015| + °002] — -039) — -006) + -015} — -035| — “038 
PulkAosce ooacoo09 + -022| + 005° — :019| — 015! + -008} — -042| — -026 
JATEWIS, gocas000 + °029|) + °015|) — .008 | — :029} — :023 |} — -0384| — -034 
September, ......| + °020] + 026] — .028| — -016| — -036 | — -052| — ‘030 
October Vy... wee] + 038} — :056| — .009| — -007| — -014] + -006) + °035 
November, ...... + 020} — :013| — .010) — -007} — :037} + 011) — ‘Olt 
December, ......| + °020] + -004| — .035| — -006} — -020} — -005| — -034 

1872. Table of total barometric Anomalies. 

Port Chitta-| Mad- | Vizaga- Berham- 
Blair Akyab. Fone, | aes, roaeran False Pt.) Cattack. pore. 

January, .....- + °028} + :014/| + :027/+ :013| + :035| + °015|) — -022| + -028 
February, ....|/+ ‘Oll) + °029/+ -033/+ -008; + -016} — -004| — -013] + -029 
INEM Booe oads |+ 022) + -002/+ -007|+ -008) — -005) — :030} — -026| — -008 
IN gall, So danaoc \— :016| — -023 |— -001) + :008 0} — :011] — -001/} + -012 
May,..... Breet — -007| — -019/+ -002/— -016| — -006| — -031| — -011| + -015 
Bieter see — -019; — -003| + -026/+ -010/ + -010| — -041| — -036| + -047 
July, 2 ses05-|— 012] —= (008 -O2alea-005| + -013'|) — | -020)) One) ences 
August, ...... — -026| — -026|— -005|— -018| — -030| — -050| — -040| — -O11 
September, ..../— O11) — °011]+ -040,+ -006) + °016) + :023] + -020; + -039 
October, ...... — +024] — -010|+ -002|— -008! — -011| — -o19| — -0321 4 -012 
November, ....|—°038} — °045 |— :038/—-039, — :029} — -041] — -045| — -016 
December, ....|—°024| — ‘059 |— -046|— °084) — -041|} — -052| — :065| — -041 

ree as Nagpore.|Benares. | Jhansi. | Agra. ee 

January, ......-.| + °027| + -006| —-OOL | + ‘O18 | —-015 | + -017 | + -014 
February, ....+- + 024} + -021| —-003 | + -018 | —-018 | —-004 | + -027 
INGEN, oao00G 4000 — 008) + :006) + ‘007 | —:005 | + :017 | —-012 | + -005 
April, te ...| 45-001) 4-074 Sos |) + 012 | —-001 | —=-o95 |e eeeone 
WRI 900000 oa000¢ + -002| —- 020!) + -001 | —:001 | + :011 | —-026 | + -:015 

VERE, 6606000000 + ‘024! + :009| + -010 | + :020 | + :033 | —-001 | + -032 
Marly erie coe oe + -022| + -001| + -010 | + -012 | + -036/ + -001 | + -030 
AUGUSt, 1.6.6 --| — ‘016] — :032]) —:088 | —-021 | —-‘016 | —-023 | —-:024 
September, ...... + -038| + °040] + 024 | + 040 | + -042 | + -033 ? 
October, ........| + “O08| + ‘018| + -O51 | + :006 | —:024 | + -002 ? 
November, ...... — 022} — :019] —-031 | —-:017 | — -047 | —-039 ? 
December, ......)| — °*0385| — °025| —:-048 | —:040 | —-088 | —-:052 | —-054 
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1872. Table of relative barometric Anomalies. 

laa Akyab| Viza- raise pt,| False tpalse Pt.|False Pt.| Cuttack 
5 4/ to | gapatam . Pt. to 

o Port Chitta- ae to Viza- Chaise to Ber- to to Jub- 
Blair. i ¢ |gapatam hampore.| Akyab. | bulpore. 

gong | Madras. |° tack. 

January, ......|—-"014'—013} + ‘022 | — 020 |+°087} —-018 | + :001 | — -028 
February, ....|+:009/—013} + :008 | — -020 |+:009| —-033 | —-024 | — -084 
ULC Eee . |— "020 |—005 | — 013 | —-025 |—:004}| — 022 | — 038 — 032 
Ja iter Rees +» .|—007 |— 022 00s | —-011 |—010] —:023 | + 012 | — ‘015 
May, ........{/—*012|—021! + -010 | —-025 |— 020] — 046 | — 012 | + -009 
TERS ESB Soi +016 |—"029 0 | —:051 |—:005 | —-088 | — ‘088 | — :045 

July, oe eee} + 004 |—"033 | + -008 ; —-033 |— 002! — ‘053 4 —:012 | —-019 
J: IS 0 |—"021 | —-012 | —-020 |—-010} —-0389 | —:024 , — -008 
September, ..../-+:022|—029| + -:010 | + :007 | +:003} —-016 | + -012 | —-020 
October, ...... +:014 |—"012; —-003 | —-008 |+°-013} —°031 | —-009 | —-050 
November, ....|—-007 |—007| + °010 | —-012 |+-004/ —-025 | + :004 | — 026 
December, ....|—-035 |—013 | — 007 | — ‘011 |+°013} —-O11 | + ‘007 | — 040 

Cuttack | Cuttack Sine Senna Jubbul- | Jubbul- 
to Ber- | to Mon-| PO*® > | pone wD pore t pore to ‘ I @ || i 

hampore.| ghyr Julia | Cl Nagpore.| Benares | Satyr. ghyr. gone. spore. SN 

UATE ae yeieear ss eal clstctay ecg — 050 | — -049 ‘O01 | + 001 | + 007 | —-012 
WBE DUA yaie is (ejs, <:eis.«.-sleichs — ‘042 | — 037 | + :005 | — ‘004 | + 024 | + -003 

ALE EGIL, 75 06 See oe eee eens —-018 | —-018 O | —-015 | —-001 | + ‘O11 
CETL UGGS 86 Sipe ae — 013 | —-:002 | + O11 | + -O11 | —:005 | + -002 
22875 Godcee COBO Bene aCe ae —026 | — ‘013 | + 0138 | + O13 | —-021 |) — 019 
VERE; cig on eee — 083 |} —:060 | + 0238 | + -021 | —-001 | — ‘O11 
RIPE eG hS Sci alabels sdcesccaue —:051 | —-°040 | + :O11 | + :008 | —-009 | — ‘O11 
PASS by eo oss 0005 acon Dane — 029 |} —-024 | + :005 | —-006 | + :006 | —-O1]1 
EHEC ayy oi6.ca, cis eicieis «cits — 019 | —:018 | + °001 | —-:001 | + :016 10) 
PUOD EN seer cciat iecsis aes — 044 | —-040 | + 004 | + 010 | + -017 | + -012 
Wovember oo... cs veee| — ‘O29 | —-023 | + :006 | + 012 | + 012 | —-002 
December, :.:.............| — 024 | —-030 | + :006 | + -005 | + -023 | + 015 

Jubbul- | Jubbul- ity Lucknow 
ucknow 

pore to | pore to to Aaa ) 
Jhansi. | Agra. o | Jhansi. 

JAMUATY, 4.2051+00s-+2+~.| + O21 | —-011 | — 003 | + -029 
IE OUMAT Ys Me ciols sia: ss seis» .--| + 039 | + 7025 | + O81 | + -045 
MIST, = Gigi oe een eee — O11 | + ‘018 | + O17 | —:012 
PASO TGT Sy rare) yet ci +e + ‘O15 | +036 | + 033 | + -012 
NIL A ea oO DOG BOapo eee — 031 | + 006 | + O41 |} + -004 
Anica etcyeahars soos] — ‘O24 | + 010} + 083 ; —:001 
Tally, 4680500 ocO OO emo) oO} + 029 | —-006 
eeu ee... ..| 016} —-c09 | — 001 006 
RSC MUCIMDEE is/are sis es —002 | + -007 iF P 
CLOSE Mewes ces eeek oaks + 042 | + -016 ? ? 
INoyvendbert sh. cite. oc con nal) oe ORR | eo 0x10 i e 
Mecember,..............-.| + 013 | + 027 | —:002 | —:016 

| ( 
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1873. Table of total barometric Anomalies. 

Port Chitta- | Mad- | Vizaga- 
Blair. Lye. gong. | ras. a HEISE 

January, ...«-.|/—"010| —-051 | — ‘026 |— 005) — ‘008 | —-052 |— ‘061; — -045 
February, —'019; —‘Oll | + ‘004 |+ 005} + °020 | —-004 |— -006; — -004 
March, ........|+°002| —-002 | + -032 |+ -016) + 020 | —°013 |—-004 + O11 
pal 65 405000 —005| —-:025 | + 010 |—-018) — -025 | — 045 | ‘029) — 016 
May, ....++--/ +7020) —-O15 | + 085 ;+ -037| + -053 ; + -009 )+ -021] + 041 
June, «e+-++++|—'030} —°058 | —-023 |—-010) —:035 ; —:059 |—-066} — ‘031 
July, ....++++|—'023] —--063 | — 033 |—-003) —-007 | —-073 |—-076) — ‘054 
August, ..... [003] + -014 | + -056 |+ -008] + -021 | —-003 |—-005] + -038 
September, ....}+°001) —-018 | + 020 }+ :024) + -008 | —°026 |—-040} — -017 
October, ...... —'012 |} —-005 | + -028 |—-:006} + °017 | + :004 |:021) + -018 
November, ....|+°022} + :028 | + -056 |+ :033] + 043 | + :030 |+ -004) + -042 
December, ....|+°031 O | + 016 |+ 005} —:008 | —-‘009 |—-030) + 009 

es THOS Nagpore.| Benares.| Jhansi. | Agra Luck- ghyr. | pore. — 

JaNUALY, «eseeeee| — 038} — -007] — 024) — -049) — -053} — -068| — -061 
February, ........ 0 + ‘005) — -011) — :001/} + :005} — -017) — ‘O11 

MERA. aoono5 90 »-| + 013} + -006|) + -004} — :012) + -012| — -028) — -011 
Apri, arate — ‘080| — 019} — :006] — :038] — -021) — :057| — -056 

WES Sap dao 00000 + °028; + 028) + 048! + :038| + :049} + :044] + -040 
YEARS, S50'¢ : — 050} — *034] — '011} — -053) — -018| — :059| — -076 
Telly aA50 5 siete — 056} — -026} — 021} — :049) — -019) — :047| — -065 
INTENSE oo005000 + °029] + 024) + -010 ? + 035) + :023) + -009 
September, ......| — ‘021 0 + -009 ? — ‘O11, — -015 | — -037 
OGY “gesano co + ‘O11; + ‘083] + -027 P + 026; + -017| + -012 
November ...... + °035| + -040] + -022 B + 043} + :033] + -028 
December, -»| — 008} + 022) + -002 P + *005} — -003}] — ‘O11 

1873. Tuble of relative barometric Anomalies. 
) ———L— 

Akyab to/Akyab to} Vizaga- |False Pt./False Pt.\False Pt. 
Port | Chitta- |patam to] to Viza-| to Cut- | to Ber- 
Blair. | gong. | Madras. |gapatam.| tack. {hampore. 

JANUATY, cove cesses sveess| — 041] — 1025} — 003} — -044| + -009} — -007 
LES) UERIE TS 5556 0005 + ‘008} — :015| + -015} — :024| + -:002 (0) 
WEE 1S Banoldcnn enn cee — 004) — -084} + -:004! — :033) — :009/} — :024 
LTB Ose en ee — -020)/ == -035 | — -007| — -020) — -o16 || 22-96 
WLS. desaot au dnaano-0Gcaat — °035| — :050| — -016/ — -:044) — -012|] — -032 
AJ THO) poannaoo nosooenAID , — 028] — -035 | — :025| — :024| + -007| — -028 
Sib capo osoecnss sade — ‘040} — -030) — :004| — :064) + -:003} — :019 
JETS AGA oIIOODOD OLOp DOL + *017| — :042|) + -0138} — :024! + -:002) — :041 
September, O18) 8)6)64p . eres "019 a "038 ed ‘016 x mee 033 + ‘O15 —= ‘008 

DOR UEX Vn a ene + -007| — -033] + -023| — -013| + -025| = -o14 
Wovemper, occcce sere) + “O06 |) 028)! +) -010)) — -013)|) =) 026) Oe 
IL eyl yee sngdoo sane daos -»| — °031| — ‘016; — -013} — :001| + 021} — -018 



1876. Barometric Anomalies. 7154 

1873. Table of relative barometric Anomalies. 

False Pt.) Cuttack | Cuttack | Cuttack Bhan ‘Berham- 
to e. a Leer |i Winen|| WS OO) wee ise 

Nai Jubbul- eee) Mon- | Chitta- 

y pore. P Soy: ghyr. gong. 

; | 
January, vsceseeeesereeee| — 001] — -054] — -016] — -023] — -007] — -019 
Webruary, .....0 .sesee cree] + ‘007 | — :011 | — -002) — :006} — -004| — -008 

ere tee ert) Oth —— 010) —S Olle i Ol 002) G02 

April, cesses cece sseeenes — 020; — :010} — :013| + -001) + :014| — -026 

May, wesc eens tse ee eeenee | + *024} — -007 | — :020| — -007| + :013/} + ‘006 

SUIEMC Welly cicisic) cine ote: . sees) — “001 | — -0382 | — :085| — 016} + -019| — -008 

Til, soacbo Sood000o coogoo ==) -O10)) — -050) |) = 022) —. 020" =F, 002) -02n0 

August, .......5 <i eae — -017| — -029| — -043| — -034| + :009| — -018 
September, ...... ee ceeeee =— 007} — :040|) — -023| — -019| + -:004| — :037 

= iolS20) (coe See + 009| — -054| — -039| — -032| + :007| — -o10 
November, .....+-+e.e-- + -002} — -036 | — :088] — :031) + :007| — -014 

TI SGSS IGE cooesdog op engo co — TOUS) tema — ORG) |) — KOZ a AO | 407 

————————————————————————
— 

Jubbul- | Jubbul- | Jubbul- | Jubbul- acknow: Lucknow 
pore to | pore to | pore to | pore to en sAeae to 

Nagpore.| Benares.| Jhansi. | Agra. oO | Jhansi. 

January, . a eehaeWletss acviers + :017| + :042| + :046] + :061| + -007| — -008 

IG DLUALYs . 066 cece se wees + -016} + :006| 0) + 022} + ‘006| — -016 
March, ..... sp RE ticks + :002| + -018 -006| + -084| + -017| — -023 
ise, goon coboo00d seeee| — 013] + °019) + -002) + :038} + -001; — -085 
Bee Aen Cee eee nee — -020| — -010) — -021| + -016| — -004| — -009 
THe: sabce a Reena eee = (985 |) Fe QING)! = OIG |) = S|) — Olly) — WHE 
JUly, wees eee eee case pose) == WOH) ew —- O07 = OPL| — Ole — AE 
August, cccseeee sees cees ee eeste OL rg == Wii} & WO) —s Ole | —— WHE 

SR LCTIDET  ocis 6 A - clcleiaie eles — -009 2 + O11] + -015| — -022| — -026 
OGislOBe,  Sscacc000 cascadG0 + :006 ? + :007| + :016) — :005) — ‘014 

ING@wenmliee, G6 Sogo cooe uooe + -018 ? — 003) + :007} — -005| — :015 
December,.....- + -020 ? + 017} + :025) — :008| — -016 

1874. Tuble of total barometric Anomalies. 

Port Chitta- | Mad- | Vizaga- Cut- |Berham- 
Blair. ssfyele: gong. | ras. | patam. REIS® Lt tack. | pore. 

January, ......|+ °062| + -037|) + :060/+ 047; + °065) + -037/+ :010} + -041 
February, .|+ 7013) + -030| + :055|)+ :016) + 029} + :O011 |—-004| + :021 
Nien, Sogocnee — 010) — :016| + :022|—-:019) — :004| — :027 |—-028| — :012 
April, ........|+ °025) + *023/ + :052/+ -030| + 024) — -004 |—:005} + -015 
May, ........|—‘002) — -0331 — ‘004 |— :032) — :014| — -057 |— :049) — -046 
June, ........|+ 002} + -014} + °055|+ 022) + -O11} + -001|— 006] + :069 
duly, ........|— 004) + 005} + -049/+ 001) + -016} + °005 |—-008} + -069 
August, ......|+ 013) — 009} + :010|+ -008) — :001) — ‘032 |— :043)| — -005 
September, ....|— 008} + :007| + ‘035 |— 026) + :006} + 015 |—-014| + :017 
October.) + :004) — :015| — :005 |— 022; — :024]) — ‘041 |— :075| — :026 
November, ....|— 018) + ‘007} + ‘015/+ :011) + :005}) — -003 |—:027| + :022 
December, ....|— 040) + -002} + °026|+ -016; + °027| + ‘021|—-006 + ‘031 

SO 
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1874. Table of total barometric Anomalies. 

Mon- 
ghyr. 

JANUALY, wssree-| + “O32 
LISHED GGoggG00|) an WS 
WERE, 5550.90 0000)) == WAIL 
sel 5565 206000) —— ALO) 
WER 35000000 9000) == Wee) 
SFI Sosoos oo asl Sh AUG 
esitalivia state! elefolerele ies aaaecO LO 
August, ........] — ‘010 
September, .... + ‘015 
October, ........| — ‘028 
November, ......| + ‘O24 
December, ......| + 023 

1874. Table of relative barometric Anomalies. 

Alzyab to Alxyab to 
Port Chitta- 
Blair. gone. 

DUBVAT VAY cieisie ceaiahiny eile — 025} — :023 
February, .... eseese weeees + :027|) — :026 
WEE, Boon s00k — ‘006 | — -0388 
April og. evar ses e ok ass | "002 (==Oee 
WETS soga0uI00O00 OO 20000¢ — 081) — ‘029 
June, Jno 90000090 055¢ + °012} — ‘041 
July, + 009) — :044 
August,...... : seeeeeee| — 7022) — 019 
SSUIEMUBE Nols ars cietelie 6 o:huie + -015| — 028 
Omooge, Sooo 5090 boson — 019} — :010 

WIOYACISe 6550 anno 000800 + +025} — :008 
December, .... ..s1+5 sseeee| + “042| — “024 

False Pt.) Cuttack 
to to Jub- 

Alsyab. | bulpore. 

DATATIAT YA vajeis\sifs\2 smilie ou elefe's 0 — 029 
Febrnary,....... HOO BO.000% = WS) se OL 
VERON Bo aaigpon oodobd 0000 — ‘O11 10) 
“oul ~ 54 Aoou snp too be Do oo) —— WOR) — GOI 
WAS, 55550000 400000 O00r — *024 ? 
Rete e Ne sic viciss Sic ss ststi — -013| — -046 
Byte Oe OEE ones e caiets axis oh 0 | |2=22030 
MAVAPTISLsfslelsis/e) sols) a\els/s\ ere)s\s/0)> — 023 — 047 

September, .........2.6..| + “008| — “068 
UGIO0ES, sp0abo n000G00n0h ‘026 | — 086 
November, ...sssseeeee0+| — °010] — ‘066 
December, ove sscecsereeee| + *019] — *064 

Jubbul- 
pore. 

+ *039 
== “Odo 
— :028 
— ‘002 

P 
‘040 
“022 
“004 
053 
‘O11 
‘039 

++ttttst "058 

Nagpore. 

t++[++4++]+4+| + 

004 

038 

025 

007 
030 

023 
‘016 
008 
006 
018 
025 
032 

Benares.| Jhansi. | Agra. Tes 
now. 

+ 002} + -030} + -010} — ‘001 
— °009 |} — -009} — :008| — -020 
— ‘026| — :020) — :042| — :055 
— -022/ + :016} — -002| — 014 
— 094} — :028} — :056) — -089 
+ -020! + 032; + :023| + -021 - 
+ -019) + :035] + O15} + ‘021 

P — 008} — -018!' — -022 
iy + 010} — :012) — ‘011 
P — 018 | — -043 | — ‘031 
P + °016| — :003} + -002 
2 P + -003 | — °002 

Vizaga-|False Pt.|False Pt./False Pt. 
patam to| to Viza-| to Cut- | to Ber- 
Madras. |gapatam.) tack. j/hampore. 

+ 018} — -028|} + -027) — :004 
+ 013} — -018) + -015) — :010 
+ :015) — :023; + :001} — :015 
— ‘006} — :028; — -001]} — :019 
+ -018) — :0438 | — -012} — -O11 
— 011} — :010|} + 007] — :068 
+ :015) — -O11| + :013} — °064 
— 009} — -031| + -O11| — -027 
+ °0382} + :009| + -029} — -002 
= 002) — Ol 034) se Ols 
— -006) — -008| + -024) — -025 
+ -O11| + :006; + -027| — -010 

Cuttack | Cuttack eee Berham= 
to Ber- | to Mon- ie 2 ie to 

hampore.| ghyr. sae IE 
ghyr. gone. 

— ‘031} — 022; + :009} — -019 
— °025| — -019| + -006|} — -034 
— 016) — -007; + :009) — -0383 
— 018] + :002; + :020) — :087 
— 003} + °031) + 034) — :042 
— ‘075| — :042|} + :033| + :014 
— 077} — :056|} + -021| + :020 
— :038| — :033| + °005| — -015 
— -031| — °029] + 002; — -018 
— 049} — :052| — -:003} — -021 
— 049} — 051) — -002} + -007 
— *037| — 029; + -008} + ‘005 

Dn 
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1874. Table of relative barometric Anomalies. 

Jubbul- | Jubbul- | Jubbul- | Jubbul- Rackaee Lucknow 
pore to | pore to | pore to | pore to Fei M ote to 

Nagpore.| Benares.) Jhansi. | Agra. oO | Jhansi. 

oT, po ocuesoocueun ac + -O014) + :037|; + -009) + 029} — -011) — ‘031 
IEREURE Ys Ve wniee cle eee wisn — 011} — :006} — :006} — :007| — :012| — ‘O11 
LURES Agggea0enonodudD OS — -0385} — :002} — :008} + °014) — -013|) — -036 
PEPREEIS ela veieieicie sole viens ss vis — -0382) + :020) — :018 0) — °012|} — :030 
MINTS Salto odo so do oUbcooee ? P ? P — -033| — -06L 
DRS 5b.660000u0 DODUD Oe oe + :017} + :020| + :008} + -017) — :002| — ‘O11 
TULS:, Sooobeee oso pobacesIouG + -006} + :003| — :013} + ‘007| + :006} — -014 
 ESUELS ob ohpo ato oCoeeuD + -001 ? + :012} + °022) — -:004| — :014 
SEMEGMIDCT a. ec cl vielen ess + ‘047 ? + :043| + :065|} + -001} — -021 
WTOC ee Se eeces sel) O29 ? + -029) + -054| + 012) — -013 
INi@vGunliee "bp So00000 bo 6000 + 014 ? + -013| + 042) + :005) — -014 
MVECEHIDET sto cere ess els « + °026 P ? + 055 | — -005 re 

DSS EEE 

IV.— Description of a new Species of Phasmidee.— 

By James Woop-Mason. 

(Reed. April 20th ;—Read May 8rd, 1876.) 

(With Plate XI). 

LONCHODES VERRUCIFER. 

& ?. Head armed between the middle of the eyes with two for- 
wardly curved conical horns, connected by a slight transverse elevation, and 

with the hinder margin divided by notches into four or five tubercles. 

Antenne long and setaceous. Mesosternum longitudinally carinate. The 

upper surface of thorax and abdomen traversed by a fine raised longitudinal 

line, sharper and finer in the female. The mesothorax moderately dilated 

at the insertion of the legs. Legs weak ; all the femora have two minute 

spinules placed close together in the same straight line near the apex below, 

and the four posterior ones slightly widen from the proximal to the distal 

end, but neither pair is thickened; upper edge of the tibiz and the first 

tarsal joint of fore-legs elevated into a sharp foliaceous crest, these parts 
being simple in the rest of the legs. 

$. Body quite smooth. The abdomen is uniform in width or tapers 
to an almost imperceptible extent from its base to the apex of the 6th 

segment ; the 7th dorsal segment is dilated, the 8th, which is slightly swollen, 
narrowed, from base to apex, both are obtusely carinate ; the strongly carinate 

basal half of the 9th is divided by a linear slit into two parts connected by 


